Appendix Resources

Chicago Manual of Style, 17th Edition

Appropriate sections of style guide:
- Running Heads for Backmatter: 1.14 (formatting)
- Appendixes: 1:59 (definition and usage; placement; call outs; formatting)
- Double Numeration of Illustrations: 3.11 (call outs; formatting)

Additional Resources:
- CMOS 17th Homepage: https://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org/home.html

MLA (Modern Language Association); MLA Handbook, 8th Edition

Appropriate sections of style guide:
- The MLA Handbook does not provide formatting instructions for appendixes and back matter. For guidelines see https://style.mla.org/format-an-appendix/

Additional Resources:
- Library record for style guide (print): https://libcat.tamu.edu/vwebv/holdingsInfo?searchId=338&recCount=50&recPointer=0&bibId=5341866
- MLA Homepage: https://www.mla.org/

Important Note about Discipline-Specific Appendix Handouts

Appendices must still adhere to the formatting guidelines outlined in this Thesis Manual & Policy Guide (http://launch.tamu.edu/UGR/URS/Resources). The discipline-specific handouts will help you determine how to label and organize your Appendix material. Contact us at ugr@tamu.edu with questions about Appendices.

Many thanks to Stephen Bales, Associate Professor at the Texas A&M University Libraries, for the preparation of this resource.